SECURITY SYSTEM

The DSC 832 is unquestionably the most
advanced security system available
anywhere, combining elegant styling and
unrivalled reliability with simplified
operation and an extensive list of unique
features. Uncompromising on reliability
and performance yet completely
user-friendly and intuitive to use.
y Complete Status Indication-in plain English!
y Easily see when the system is armed / disarmed / or in trouble
y Identify open windows by the names of the rooms
y Bypass zones individually and easily
y Convenient time and date display
y Monitors Power and Battery status
y Monitors Siren & Telephone Dial tone
y Stay and Away buttons easily arm the entire house or just the perimeter
y Automatically bypasses the motion sensors while staying home
y Retains an event log to review the activity
y 3 Emergency Buttons for Fire, Panic, and Medical emergencies
y Keypad door protects and conceals the buttons from accidental usage
y Keypad door contains all the instructions for daily usage - nothing to memorize
y Buttons are backlit to easily see in the dark.
y One button control of zone chiming, and exiting while the alarm is armed.

Top Security Alarms can install a state-of-the-art security system which can detect whenever a
door or window is opened as well as if the glass shatters. Once inside motion sensors can detect
interior movement and send a separate signal notifying the Police that an intruder is inside. Our
systems can also monitor for Fire, Carbon Monoxide Gas, Medical
Emergencies, Flooding, Freezing, and other non-burglary conditions.
All wiring is concealed neatly inside the walls, ceilings, and floors to
create a neat and professional look. We offer many different types of
contacts and detectors. We carefully select the equipment based on performance, reliability, aesthetics, ease of use, and of course to fit within your
budget. The most value for your money is what we offer!
All our work comes with a complete one year guarantee on all
parts and labor excluding damage from abuse, misuse, and neglect.
Be assured all our technicians are highly skilled, neat and courteous.
Choose Top Security and you are not just buying quality alarm equipment
but selecting a company that is professional, reliable, and dependable.
24 Hour Central Monitoring - Commercial / Residential Security - Telephone Systems - Video Surveillance - Network Cabling

